Math Woes?

☐ in your Math Classes?

We can help:

☑ 1 on 1 Tutoring at all levels
☑ Review “Capsules”
☑ Algebra and Trig Review Sessions
☞ Algebra Review:
    Tue 2 Feb 7-9 PM 406 Malott
☞ Trig Review:
    Thu 4 Feb 7-9 PM 406 Malott

Drop in!

Math Support Center -- tutoring daily except Saturday
256 Malott  http://www.math.cornell.edu/msc/
Math Support Center Capsules

Currently available are topics from precalculus and calculus under the following headings:

- Diagnostic Tests
- Math Survival Kit.
- Algebra
- Differential Equations
- Exponentials and Logarithms
- Functions
- Graphing
- Infinite Series
- Integrals
- Limits
- Logarithms
- Max-Min Problems
- Multiple Integrals
- Polar Coordinates
- Related Rates
- Trigonometry

Math Support Capsules are useful for:

- brushing up
- filling gaps in background
- help in tough topics
- reinforcing class work
- reviewing for prelims

Capsules are available in our office 256 Malott
Most are also available on-line at:
http://www.math.cornell.edu/twiki/bin/view/MSC/MscCapsules

Hours: Monday through Friday 10:00 AM - 4:30 PM
Sundays 7:30 PM - 10:00 PM

Math Support Center -- tutoring daily except Saturday
256 Malott   http://www.math.cornell.edu/msc/
That's why we're here.

the Math Support Center can make your life a little better with:

• ideas to deepen your understanding of mathematics
• diagnosis of gaps in your mathematical background
• help in choosing the right math course for your needs
• information on careers in mathematics and allied fields
• spot-tutoring to keep you abreast of courses
• referrals for more extensive tutoring if you need it
• special arrangements to meet you special needs
• tips for learning and teaching mathematics
• encouragement for your ideas
• listening to your frustrations
• perspective when you feel overwhelmed by tests or homework
• reviews and workshops on troublesome math topics
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